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of the steps in these emails is for the recipients to edit the attached document before they open it and complete the task. How can I get the currently edited document? I want the recipient to see exactly what was changed in the file so that they can also complete the task, while they edit it. A: Depending on the available Word / OLE object model of your
platform you could use either Word Automation Services or Interop to get the current version (Docs, Append()). Essentially you could make use of the version property of the desired object (Docs, Append) and the SaveAsText() method. A MSDN example for the latter: [...] Return Value The path of the file that represents the version in the file name that is

passed into the SaveAsText method. [...] The returned value for the SaveAsText method is automatically added to the path when the method is called. For example, if the value of the Docs.SaveAsText( ) method is "c:\temp\filename.doc" and the path of the file you are editing is "c:\temp", the return value of the method call is "c:\temp\filename.doc". If the
value of the Docs.SaveAsText( ) method is already in the path, the method does not add a new value to the path. For more information about the SaveAsText method, see the Write() method. 1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a zoom lens system of a type that has an image blur correcting function. 2. Description of Related Art A zoom

lens system of the type that moves a first lens group when performing zooming from a wide angle to a telephoto has been proposed in, for example, Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 6-313570. Japanese Patent Application Laid-open No. 6-313570 c6a93da74d
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